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R U S S I A N I N S T I T U T E
STANDARDS OF DEM

OCRACY 

society, because they no longer do. One

needs to be elected to represent the

interests of the population. And that’s

exactly the major provision of democ�

racy � citizens elect those who will rep�

resent their interests. Human rights

activists take the function of human

rights protection upon themselves, yet

they are not authorised to do so by

other citizens. They are not chosen in

the course of democratic elections.

Human rights activists represent a cer�

tain sociological category, they are not

a random sample of the population. Of

course, they may have different educa�

tional profiles, and live in different geo�

graphical locations, but there remain

many sociological similarities between

them.

Whether these people are perceived as

representatives of public interests in the

future largely depends on the given soci�

ety and specific situation. Indeed,

despite all the negatives related to the

activities of human rights activists, they

can still come to represent public inter�

ests. Let’s remember what happened in

1989 in Czechoslovakia. Human rights

activists became political representa�

tives, and the society perceived them as

such. Historically, this situation did not

last for a very long time, but it did hap�

pen, and for some time human rights

activists represented the interests of the

majority. However, human rights

activists better not associate themselves

with political activities unless they are

ready to be held accountable for their

actions by their citizens. ��
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Human rights are constitutive

of democracy. Democracy is

more than just a system of govern�

ment where legislators are elected

by a universal and equal ballot, it

also includes, among other

things, constitutionally protected

human rights.

Human rights organizations are

important factors in determining

international standards for

human rights and for monitoring

their enforcement, while demo�

cratic politics are an important

safeguard for human rights, which

are not sufficiently protected

without strong and vigilant oppo�

sition. But even strong opposition
alone does not protect human
rights; other safeguards include

an independent judiciary, free

press, and human watch groups.

Human rights groups often

defend the rights of unpopular

minorities and sometimes those

who they defend are not in reality

their allies but in fact their ene�

mies. For example, they defend

the right to free speech for indi�

viduals whose views they may find

despicable. 

It is no wonder that, at times,

they provoke popular hostility,

even in constitutional democra�

cies based exactly on the protec�

tion of unpopular minorities’

rights. In my opinion, it is not the
job of human right activists to con�
sider issues of national security.
They must defend human rights
rather than seek compromises

between their needs to successful�

ly fulfill this duty and other inter�

ests. Human rights groups do well

to seek influence on politics, but

the influence they have to strive

for is not that of lobbyists. Their

power is that of publicity.

The standards for democracy

include more than those of

human rights. Nevertheless,

human rights organizations are

important factors in establishing

international standards for

human rights and for monitoring

their enforcement. ��

DEMOCRACY IS WORTHLESS WITHOUT
HUMAN RIGHTS
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